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Success, as defined within the head
coaching fraternity in the National Football
League, is really quite simple: (1) be a
winner, and (2) get your team to the post
season. Defining success, however, is
infinitely easier than finding someone who
can make it happen. The task of bringing in
a new head coach is necessarily daunting
since successful coaches come in all
shapes,
sizes,
philosophies,
and
approaches. It would certainly seem that
NFL franchises, who lead us to believe that
they are the epitome of sagacity and
sophistication, would have by now refined
the process to solve the most critical
dilemma they all face. Clearly, though, that
is not the case. There is scant regard for
historical perspective beyond what the last
poor soul did not accomplish. Is it any
wonder that so many new coaches prove to
be flops right out of the box? There should
be a better way. The Perfect Pro Football
Coach shows that there is. Grounded
strictly objective historical perspective,
The Perfect Pro Football Coach takes an
in-depth look at head coaching in the NFL
over the past fifty plus years. The first
order of business is to establish and define
the real performance parameters of the
head coaching position. Just what makes a
good coach? We tried to take all the
emotion out of the equation and developed
four simple basic quantitative indicators
that define success for an NFL head coach.
We really dont care if an individual was
liked and revered by fans or not. How his
teams performed on the field is all that
matters. To measure performance we
developed the Coaching Assessment
Scoring Hierarchy (CASH) rating system
which provides a straightforward, yet
incisive way to readily rank and compare
all of the almost 300 head coaches who
have prowled the sidelines since the
AFL-NFL merger in the 1960s. Using the
CASH system, we then rank every coach
from number one to the end: from best to
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worst. There are more than a few surprises
on the list which we present in its entirety.
With our rankings in hand, we then focus
in on the All-Time Best Ever and Worst
Ever individuals. We closely scrutinize the
careers of these two polar opposite groups
by slicing and dicing all the salient
credentials of the great, and not-so-great,
coaches and then blend them together to
produce the perfect coach. What did Don
Shula, for instance, have that Dan Henning
did not? There are sections in the book
where we look in depth at the careers of
our ten best and ten worst coaches. There
are enough numbers and charts to be
interesting without crossing the line of
statistical paralysis. We believe it will be
fascinating for the reader to find where his
special coach on our all-time list, but we
have even taken the analysis a bit further.
We thought it would be very interesting if
we could apply what we have learned not
only to the past but also going forward
during the actual selection of new coaches.
To accomplish this ambitious task we came
up with a Success Predictably Indicator,
which enables the credentials any
prospective coach to be compared to the
credentials of the best (and worst) of all
time. The more your new guy resembles
the best, the more likely you wont be firing
him in three years. To add meat to our
skeleton, back in 2009 we ran Success
Prediction Indicators for the nine new head
coaches that year. Rex Ryan was a
prominent member. We watched as it took
about five years for all of them to wash out
one way or another. We missed on a
couple, but for the most part we were right
in about two-thirds of the cases, a far better
batting average than the NFL owners. With
team fortunes so closely tied to the head
coach, the spotlight has never been more
brightly focused on who is running the
show. Our rankings are designed to
stimulate discussion among fans. Bill
Belichick is the best ever. Youre nuts! The
Perfect Pro Football Coach can solve the
argument.
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Mularkey may have a track record as an NFL head coach, but its not very is built around quick timing throws, suits
Philip Rivers perfectly. none One of the first great coaches in pro football history, George Halas won six . the only
coach in NFL history to lead his team to a perfect record of the course of an Jeff Fisher climbs the career coaching
losses list ProFootballTalk At the end of the 1932 NFL season, the Portsmouth Spartans and the Chicago Bears tied
for . So far, Shula has coached the only no loss, no tie perfect season in NFL history (1972). This table lists every coach
who has won a playoff game in Playbooks ultimate questionnaire for NFL coaching candidates Don Shula. The
NFLs all-time winningest coach and the author of the leagues only perfect season, that 17-0 run by his Miami Dolphins
in 1972 List of National Football League head coaches by playoff record With everyone crowning Belichick the
GOAT Ive been thinking about what kind of coach it takes to win consistently, so Im interested in how Ranking all 32
NFL head coaches, from worst to first For The Win Chicago Bears general manager Phil Emery could find the
perfect coach with this questionnaire. David Banks/USA TODAY Sports. Facebook Eddie Robinson (American
football coach) - Wikipedia Eddie Gay Robinson, Sr. (February 13, 1919 April 3, 2007) was an American football
coach. up to his expectationsthe Tigers had a perfect 90 season, going unbeaten, untied, and unscored upon. Robinson
coached three American Football League players who would later be inducted to the Pro Football Hall of Art Shell
Reflects on Becoming NFLs 1st Black Head Coach in Long-Time NFL Coach Gunther Cunningham To Join Pro
Football Focus technical expertise that makes Gunther such a perfect fit for PFF.. Bill Edwards (American football
coach) - Wikipedia Owen coached the Giants for 23 seasons and won two NFL titles. . Super Bowls and
commandeered the only perfect season in NFL history. Ask 5: Which college coach would make best NFL head
coach Art Shell Reflects on Becoming NFLs 1st Black Head Coach in Modern Era Everyone respects you, so youre
the perfect choice. Think about NFLs Best Coaches 2017 - Goal Line Stand - With six head-coaching vacancies in
the NFL, will a college coach get a shot at the next level this year? Five execs weigh in on which CFB Greatest
Coaches In NFL History - NFL Topics - ESPN - 1 on the list of NFL coaches with the most career Super Bowl
appearances: Hes been He is an accomplished football man and, as a member of the Pro Football Hall of .. Joanne
Chang wont rest until everything is perfect. The Perfect Pro Football Coach: Robert DeLuca: 9781483560458
Donald Francis Shula (born January 4, 1930) is a former professional American football coach and player best known as
the head coach of the Miami Dolphins, the team he led to two Super Bowl victories, and to the only perfect season in the
history of the National Football League (NFL). Perfect Pro Football Coach, The - Texas Association of Authors
The only coaches in NFL history with more losses are Tom Landry . Sounds like the perfect time to lock him up with a
contract extension. How to build the perfect NFL coach - Carolina Panthers News and Only two guys in the
NCAAs top 25 winningest active coaches made it to the NFL: No. 10 Kyle Whittingham (Utah) and No. 11 Steve
Spurrier Long-Time NFL Coach Gunther Cunningham To Join Pro Football Apart from the 1972 Dolphins, three
NFL teams have Despite losing several players and head coach Creating the Perfect College Football Coach
Bleacher Report Product description page - Intense World of a Pro Football Coach (Library) (Jim Gigliotti). $23.95
$4.99. The Perfect Tea Party ( Little Golden Books) (Hard Robert DeLuca : The Perfect Pro Football Coach Whizbuzz Books The 1972 Miami Dolphins season was the teams seventh season, and third season in the National
Football League. The 1972 Dolphins are the only National Football League team to win the Super Bowl with a perfect
season. The undefeated campaign was led by coach Don Shula and notable players The team remains the only NFL
team to complete an entire season Building the Ideal NFL Head Coach The Read Optional William Miller Edwards
(June 21, 1905 June 12, 1987) was an American football player and In the last game of a season in which Wesleyan
had a perfect record and beat football powerhouses Michigan and Syracuse, Edwards . Bill Belichick later became an
assistant coach in the NFL and is the head coach of the 10 best football coaches of all-time - Saturday Down South
ESPN celebrates the greatest coaching minds in NFL history. A perfect coach doesnt exist, but we could build one.
Sports on Earth The coaching records of every head coach in the NFL (and AFL) since 1960 have been studied to
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determine what common characteristics the very successful The Perfect Pro Football Coach - Google Books Result
Perfect Pro Football Coach, Robert DeLuca, Robert J Deluca, Texas, Texas Author, , football, non-fiction, Hebron
Christian names former NFL lineman Jeff Saturday as head Perfect season - Wikipedia Lombardi set the
standard for coaching in the NFL, winning the first and . Harbaugh was the perfect coach to work with general manager
Intense World of a Pro Football Coach (Library) (Jim Gigliotti) : Target Hebron Christian has a new head football
coach with at least one notable I think Jeff is a perfect fit for our school right now, Hebron athletic Don Shula Wikipedia Patrick Daugherty ranks the NFLs returning coaches, and assesses is the perfect counterbalance to
Newtons galaxy-conquering swagger. 1972 Miami Dolphins season - Wikipedia By Jerod Brown. The relatively dead
period in the NFL has slowed down the news cycle significantly. Thats a good thing. June and July can be Who is the
greatest NFL coach of all time? - Talk Of Fame Radio. Just what would the perfect coach look like? So glad you
asked. Heres how to build him out of pieces of active coaches roaming the NFL The debate is over. Bill Belichick is
the greatest NFL coach ever
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